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Abstract 

Breast cancer is the leading cause of death among the women worldwide. Early detection 

and proper treatment may reduce the mortality rate and ultrasound imaging is used as a 

complimentary with the mammography to detect and diagnose the tumor. During the 

inspection of thick and dense breast tissue ultrasound imaging gives better tissue 

characterization than mammography. Detection and demarcation of tumor is acquired 

through segmentation process, but it is challenging due to some inherent artifacts (speckle, 

attenuation) of US image. Here in this paper, new segmentation algorithm has been proposed 

with three stages. It has also discarded the overhead of preprocessing (image enhancement, 

and noise removal techniques) used by traditional and other algorithms discussed in the 

literature. In the first stage of the proposed algorithm, probability image and its histogram 

equalized image are obtained from the original US image. In the second stage, clustering 

process is implemented on probability and histogram equalized image separately using 

KMCG, KFCG and augmented KMCG/KFCG codebook generation algorithms. Further, 

these clusters are merged sequentially one-by-one. In the third stage, post processing has 

been implemented on the selected merged cluster to obtain resultant segmented image. 

Complexity analysis is done for all codebook generation algorithms used for clustering and 

the results are compared. KFCG is found to be the fastest algorithm amongst all.  Eventually 

in consultation with the expert radiologist all segmentation results are compared with each 

other and best results are displayed with red border.         

                   

Keywords: Vector Quantization, Probability Image, Codebook, Merged Clusters, 
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1. Introduction 

Among the women worldwide breast cancer is the frequently diagnosed disease and 

leading cause of cancer death. In the developed countries, mortality rate have been decreasing 

from the past few years. This reduction in the mortality rate is due to early detection through 

improved imaging modalities such as mammography, ultrasound, MRI and subsequently with 

proper treatment given in Ferlay J. [1] and American Cancer Society [32]. From the past few 

years, it is observed that, B-mode ultrasound imaging becoming more popular because of its 

non invasive nature, low health risk and cost. In fact ultrasound imaging is complimentary to 

mammogram and commonly used modality to examine and diagnose breast cancer given in 

Thomas Szabo [2] and K. J. W. Taylor [3]. Mammography has limitations over the dense and 

thick breasts tissues, where common malignant region often visible as normal mass and 
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difficult to understand. Ultrasound imaging is useful to examine dense breast tissues 

effectively and detect the presence of small malignant nodules. Moreover it is routinely used 

for remedial diagnosis to overcome the limitations of mammography. Ultrasound imaging 

provides better tissue and boundary characterization and differentiation between malignant 

and benign masses than mammography given by Stavros [4], Bosch [5], and Helmut [6]. 

Malignant tumor has typical characteristics, such as irregular shape, ill defined boundary, 

micro lobulation and heterogeneous echo texture whereas benign tumor has round or oval 

shape with well defined boundaries and homogeneous echo texture. In many instances tumor 

region exhibits heterogeneous texture in both the cases, therefore it cannot be considered as 

clinically valuable information for identification. However shape and boundary characteristic 

of a tumor is vital information in the detection and classification of tumor discussed by Guita 

Rahbar [7].  

Image segmentation commonly used to detect and quantify the shape of a region of 

interest. Therefore segmentation of US image is widely open field for the researchers. 

Accurate segmentation of US images usually provides clinically valuable information, 

such as shape and boundary characteristics, further it can also helps in treatment and 

planning for surgery, but the accuracy is strongly influenced by quality of US images 

given in K. Horsh [8]. In US modality, quality of image depends on the professionals 

and technology used. There are recent advances in transducer design, spatial resolution, 

portability, etc., as a result quality of data has improved significantly but presence of 

some inherent artifacts makes segmentation process challenging. Speckle is common 

artifact found in US images and degrades the quality of information. Therefore most of 

the segmentation algorithms apply an additional speckle removal step, which is an 

overhead on segmentation process discussed by J. A. Noble [9]. The artifact such as 

attenuation, causes by the gradual loss in the intensity of the ultrasound waves, 

generates different intensity patterns around the tumor. Therefore blurred boundary and 

tissue intensity variation exists in the region of interest. This occurrence becomes the 

major concern to achieve accuracy in the automated intensity based segmentation 

discussed in Guofang Xiao [10]. Various methods are discussed in the literature which 

handles this issue with the help of multiple images of the same region (sequence of 

images) discussed in D. Boukerroui [11, 12]. But processing of multiple images 

together to achieve accurate segmentation is computationally inefficient. Some 

segmentation methods are based on texture feature, watershed transform given by Y.L. 

Huang [13], self organizing map neural network, etc, but these methods are very 

sensitive to noise. Watershed transform has a serious drawback of over segmentation. 

Therefore these algorithms are having an overhead of noise removal technique. Noise 

removal techniques such as Median filter, Gaussian filter and Wiener filter smear the 

margins of the regions of interest and may cause loss of image information discussed in 

Yanni Su [14], Dar-Ren Chen [15], and D. R. Chen [16]. Due to high sensitivity to the 

noise, traditional algorithms such as global thresholding, edge based segmentation 

algorithms, region growing and merging are not suitable for US image. Although an 

adaptive thresholding gives good results in some cases but selection of optimum block 

size and accurate threshold is major challenge. Moreover stopping condition required to 

be set manually to stop the iteration of the algorithm given by H. B. Kekre [17]. Model 

based method such as active contour may perform better for US images, but it require 

manually delineated images and manual delineation is time consuming, further accuracy 

is subject to human expertise given by J. A. Nobel [9], Bo Liu [18]. K-means, Fuzzy C-

means clustering based methods are also studied and used for US image segmentation, 

but they are very sensitive to the noise and require preprocessed images, which is an 
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overhead on segmentation algorithm  given in Jin-Hua Yu [33], and Chang Wen [19].  

Here, in this paper, we are demarking the boundary of tumor in original US images 

(which is poor in quality and has high degree of noise) without using any image 

enhancement technique. We are proposing three stages in the algorithm for 

segmentation, in first stage probability and its histogram equalized images are obtained. 

Subsequently, KMCG, KFCG, augmented KMCG and augmented KFCG algorithms are 

used for clustering separately on these images. Further these clusters are merged 

sequentially and post processing is done at the last stage on selected merged cluster. 

The other sections of this paper are organized as follows, in Section 2, training set 

formation from the image has been discussed with the help of Vector Quantization. In section 

3, various stages of the proposed algorithm are explained with flow chart.  Section 4 describes 

formation of probability and its histogram equalized image from the original image. Various 

codebook generation algorithm used for clustering are discussed in Section 5. Section 6, 

elaborate post processing techniques where we remove noise by using connected component 

labeling and subsequently morphological closing operation is done on the selected cluster 

image. In Section 7 complexity analysis and its comparison is discussed. Section 8 discusses 

the results followed by conclusion in Section 9. 

 

2. Vector Quantization 

Vector Quantization (VQ) was initially proposed and used as efficient image compression 

algorithm. Many codebook generation and quantization algorithms were developed and tested 

successfully to achieve good compression ratio discussed in R. M. Gray [20], Pamela C. [21], 

and Huang C. [22]. Currently researcher focusing on the usefulness of this technique in other 

image processing domains such as content based image retrieval by H. B. Kekre [23], pattern 

recognition and face identification by Qiu Chen [34], and C. Garcia [24], segmentation of 

MRI and Mammogram images  By H. B. Kekre [25, 26], iris and finger print  recognition etc. 

In this paper, we used vector quantization based codebook generation as an essential step in 

our proposed segmentation algorithm. This step divides the image into clusters and these 

clusters are used in subsequent steps to delineate the area of interest in ultrasound image of 

the breast. 

In VQ based algorithms, image is converted into M vectors, i.e., V = {V1, V2, V3,……….., 

VM}. Further it uses a mapping function to convert this K dimensional vector space to finite 

set CB = {C1, C2, C3, C4,…….., CN}. CB is a codebook of size N and each codevector from 

C1 to CN represents the specific set of training vectors. The codebook size is much smaller 

than size of the training set and used to represents entire training set. Here, in this paper, the 

work has been done in spatial domain and size of the codebook is limited to eight codevectors 

only, which are further used to forms eight clusters. As discussed in the section 5.1, 5.2 and 

5.3, these codebook generation algorithms are used for clustering. Each cluster with its 

codevector represents separate region of the image. Therefore a single codebook can 

represent entire image. This phenomenon provides clinically vital information and further 

used to identify tumor in segmentation process. 

As shown in Figure 1, image I(X, Y) is converted in to training set (matrix) of size M x K. 

Where image I is divided in to 2 x 2 non overlapping blocks (i.e., B1, B2, …, BM ) shown by 

red boxes. These blocks are further changed to individual vectors of dimension 4 (i.e V11, V12, 

V13 and V14 for Block B1 and same process is repeated up to block BM).  
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Figure 1.  Conversion of Image I in to training set of size M with K dimension 
vectors (K=4) 

 

3. Proposed method 

In this paper, multistage algorithm has been proposed for detection and demarcation of 

tumor from the ultrasound images of the breast. A mixture of homogeneous and 

heterogeneous texture in the tumor and around the tumor makes segmentation process 

difficult. Therefore at first stage, our algorithm explores this phenomenon of random 

distribution of the gray levels and also handles the speckle. Here, we tried to acquire the 

information of heterogeneous and homogeneous regions using probability of individual gray 

levels. So probability image and its histogram equalized image are obtained from the original 

US image. Subsequently these two images are handled separately and used as input to the 

next stage. In second stage four VQ based clustering algorithms as discussed in the Section 5, 

are used on these images separately and sets of clusters are obtained. Further these clusters 

are merged sequentially and one cluster is selected for post processing, which is last step of 

the proposed algorithm. Figure 2 shows the flow of proposed segmentation algorithm and 

stages are explained sequentially in the subsequent sections.  
 

Original US Image 

Obtained Probability Image and  its  Histogram equalized 

Image   

Apply KMCG, KFCG and augmented KMCG and KFCG   

algorithms separately for clustering on both the images

Post processing on selected cluster from the set of merged 

clusters

Segmentation result of probability and 

histogram equalized probability images  

 

Figure 2.  Flow of proposed algorithm 
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4. Probability Image 

In US images, due to random distribution of the gray levels and enormous amount of 

speckle, coarse texture is the dominant characteristic and these texture patterns hold vital 

information about the images. This pattern exhibits three different characteristic, such as echo 

texture (coarse texture) in the tumor region, heterogeneous texture at boundary of the tumor 

and typically homogeneous texture at normal region. Therefore this variation in the patters 

produced challenging phenomenon to achieve accurate segmentation. To overcome this 

difficulty, here we proposed to focus on the statistical property in term of probability of 

distribution of the gray levels in an image. To obtain the probability of a gray level we have 

calculated the number of occurrence of gray level in the image and divided it by total number 

of gray levels of the image, shown in equation 1. The probability of the gray levels contains 

vital information and further used to differentiate between the region of interest and other 

regions including noise. Probability image reveals complete change in the representation of 

gray levels than the original US image without affecting the region of interest.  

)1(
YxX

Z
P(i) i  

Where, P(i) is probability of the i 
th  

gray level, Zi is number of occurrence of i 
th  

gray level 

in the image, X and Y are number of rows and column of the image respectively.  

After calculation of probability of a pixel, respective pixel value is replaced by its 

probability value. Eventually a probability image is obtained from original ultrasound image 

shown in Figure 3(ii). The values of probability images are too small and some texture 

patterns may not clearly visible, therefore histogram equalization method has been used over 

this probability image. Histogram equalized probability image is shown in Figure 3(iii). In the 

next step probability, its histogram equalized probability images are handled separately and 

used as input to the codebook generation algorithms for clustering.  
 

 
(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 

 

Figure 3.  (i) Original US image with malignant tumor (ii) Probability image (iii) 
Histogram equalized probability image 

 

5. Codebook Generation Algorithm 
 

5.1. Kekre’s Median Codebook Generation Algorithm (KMCG) 

This VQ based codebook generation algorithm was proposed in data compression initially 

by H. B. Kekre [27, 28, 29]. Nowadays this algorithm has been extensively used in various 

applications, such as segmentation of mammogram images by H. B. Kekre [35], content 

based image retrieval, face recognition etc. In some application it gives better results than the 

traditional application specific algorithms. Here, in this paper, this iterative algorithm has 

been used in the second stage of the algorithm to make clusters from the training set.  

Initially, the input image is divided into M non-overlapping blocks of size 2x2 and these 
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blocks are further converted into vectors of dimension 1 x K, (K=4). These individual vectors 

are further clubbed together to form a training set of size M.  

Let, V be the training set, i.e., V = {V1, V2, V3,……….., VM}, where V1 to VM  are 

individual vectors of the training set. This entire training set (matrix) of dimension M x 4 is 

considered as first cluster and become the input to the KMCG algorithm. Further in the 

clustering process, during the first iteration entire training set has been sorted with respect to 

first column (i.e., first value of all the vectors) and obtained the median. The vector holding 

median is consider as first codevector, and then divides training set into two clusters with 

respect to this codevector. (i.e., upper part of training set including codevector is considered 

as first cluster and lower part is considered as second cluster). In second iteration, these two 

clusters are sorted separately with respect to second column (i.e., second value of all the 

vectors) of the training set and obtain the respective medians. Further, these two clusters are 

divided into four clusters by using their respective median values.  Same procedure has been 

repeated till we obtained the eight clusters. After acquiring eight clusters, they are merged 

sequentially one-by-one and produced a new set of merged clusters.  

 

5.2. Kekre’s Fast Codebook Generation Algorithm (KFCG)  

This algorithm is proposed by H. B. Kekre [27, 28, 36] to generate the codebook 

used in data compression. Euclidean Distance calculation is removed in KFCG, but it 

used in other VQ based algorithms such as LBG, KPE, and KEVR given by H. B. Kekre 

[30]. KFCG algorithm also eliminates sorting process, which is required in KMCG. 

Therefore this iterative algorithm is computationally efficient than the KMCG and other 

VQ based algorithms discussed in the literature by H. B. Kekre [31]. In this algorithm, 

similar to KMCG, training set of size M x K has been obtained from the image. During 

first iteration, the centroid is calculated by taking the average of first column of training 

set and considered as the first codevector. Using this codevector, entire training set is 

further divided into two clusters CL1 and CL2 with respect to first column as shown in 

the Figure 4(a). Cluster CL1 is obtained by putting vectors which has lower value than 

the codevector and cluster CL2 obtained with larger values than the codevector. In 

second iteration, repeat the same procedure separately on CL1 and CL2 with respect to 

second column and four clusters are obtained as shown in Figure 4 (b). Repeat this 

procedure further on these four clusters with respect to third column to divides the 

training sets into eight clusters. These clusters are displayed as eight cluster images by 

putting vector values at appropriate location and other vector values are considered as 

maximum gray level (i.e., 255).    

      

Cluster (CL2)

Cluster (CL1)
Y

X
Training vector

Codevector

      

CL4

CL1

Y

X

Training vector

Codevector

CL3

CL2

 
(a)                 (b) 

Figure 4.  Clustering using KFCG algorithm for K=2: (a) cluster formation after 
first iteration (b) cluster formation after second iteration 
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5.3. Augmented KMCG and KFCG algorithms  

Here, in this paper, augmented method for formation of vectors has been used on original 

KMCG and KFCG algorithms proposed by H. B. Kekre [37]. In this method, image I is 

divided into blocks of size 2x2, addition of all gray levels of each of these blocks are done 

separately and stored at the first column in the respective vectors. Original gray levels of the 

blocks are stored at the subsequent columns, i.e., from second column to fifth column. Unlike 

original KMCG and KFCG algorithms, all clusters are formed with respect to only first 

column. In augmented KMCG sorting of training set is done only once with respect to first 

column, here we obtained the median of first column and divide the training set into two 

clusters. These two clusters are handled separately and obtained median value from each of 

them. Using two median values these clusters are further divided into four clusters. This 

process is repeated until desired number of cluster has been formed. Augmented KFCG is 

similar to augmented KMCG up to the formation of training set. In the next step average of 

the first column of the training set is calculated and compared with the other values of same 

column and divides training set into two clusters, vectors with small values than average goes 

to first cluster, otherwise goes to second cluster. Similarly, these two clusters are handled 

separately and further divided into four clusters with respect to first column only. This 

process is repeated three times to obtained eight clusters.  

 

6. Post Processing on Selected Cluster 

Is the last stage of algorithm, we tried to remove the unwanted regions from the 

selected image from the set of merged clusters. To remove the false positive regions 

from the cluster image, number of independent patches (regions) are identified and 

labeled them with different integer values, but all the pixels of same region has same 

integer value. Then number of pixels is counted for each region and region with largest 

number of pixel is selected as foreground region (tumor) and other regions are merged 

with background. Furthermore we used morphological operators for closing the holes 

present in the desired region. Disk structuring element has been used with radius 3. 

 

7. Complexity Analysis of Codebook Generation Algorithms 

As shown in the Figure 1, M is the total number of vectors in the training set, K is 

the size of a vector (dimension of the vector) and N is the size of codebook.  In this 

paper codebook size is limited up to eight codevectors, therefore eight clusters are 

created using codebook generation algorithm. By considering this fact merely 3 

iterations are required for the algorithm to make eight clusters from the training set of 

size M. 

To compute time complexity of the algorithms used in this paper in terms of number of 

vectors in the training set, let us consider 1 CPU unit require for one addition / subtraction of 

two 8 bit numbers, 8 CPU units are required for multiplication /division of two 8 bits numbers 

and 1 CPU unit required to compare two 8 bits numbers. In this hypothesis, we are not 

considering the CPU unit required in computation of probability and its histogram equalized 

probability images, they are used as a input to these clustering algorithms. As explained in 

Section 5.1, KMCG algorithm sorts the training set and sorting algorithm requires M
2
 

comparisons, therefore it requires M
2
 CPU units for sorting the training set once. Here we 

have neglected one CPU unit required for single division which computes median, since it is 

negligible as compare to M
2
 units. Since the algorithms is of iterative nature, same sorting 

process repeated 3 times to get eight clusters on different columns of the training set. As a 
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result, M
2
 CPU units, M

2
/2 CPU units and M

2
/4 CPU units required during first iteration, 

second iteration and third iteration respectively. Same hypothetical consideration is applied 

for other algorithms used in this paper and Table 1 illustrates total number of CPU units 

required for all the codebook generation algorithms in terms of size of the training set. Table 

2 illustrates actual number of CPU units required for different images (values of M) and 

Table 2 shows that KFCG is the fastest algorithm among all the codebook generation 

algorithms for the given set of images.    

 
Table 1. Complexity analysis of clustering algorithms in terms of total number 

of CPU units required based on number of training vector M and vector 
dimension K 

Analysis 

Parameters 

Iterations 

required for 

clustering 

KMCG KFGG Augmented 

KMCG 

Augmented 

KFCG 

Number 

of 

Comparison 

Required 

Iteration 1 M
2
 M M

2
 M 

Iteration 2 M
2
/2 M 0 M 

Iteration 3 M
2
/4 M 0 M 

Number 

of 

Additions 

Required 

Iteration 1 0 M-1 M(K-1) (M-1) + 

M(K-1) 

Iteration 2 0 M-2 0 M-2 

Iteration 3 0 M-4 0 M-4 

Total CPU units required 

M
2
 + 

M
2
/2 + 

M
2
/4 

= 7M
2
/4 

3M+ 

3M-7 

= 6M-7 

M
2  

+   

M(K-1) 

6M-7 + 

M(K-1) 

 

Table 2. Number of CPU units required for different values of M and K=4 for 
images used in this paper 

Images 

used in the 

paper 

Number 

of vectors 

in  training 

set 

KMCG KFCG Augmented 

KMCG 

Augmented 

KFCG 

Image 1 

(206x336) 

M=17304         52.39x10
7
 10.38x10

4
 29.94 x 10

7
 15.75 x 10

4
 

Image 2 

(346x336) 

M=29064 14.78x10
8
 17.43x10

4
 84.48x10

7
 26.15 x 10

4
 

Image 2 

(242x322) 

M=19481 66.41x10
7 

 

11.68x10
4
 37.98 x 10

7
 17.52 x 10

4
 

Image 3 

(402x620) 

M=62310 67.94x10
8
 37.38x10

4
 38.82 x 10

8
 56.07 x 10

4
 

 

8. Result analysis and comparison 

To authenticate our proposed algorithm, shown in Figure 2 we implemented and tested it 

using set of real US images. This method is executed using MATLAB 7.0 on Intel Core2 Duo 

2.10 GHz processor with 2 GB RAM. Here, in this paper results of four different images are 

shown, in which, according to expert radiologist image 1, image 3 exhibits malignant tumor 

and image 2, image 4 exhibits benign tumor. In this paper, all the results are verified and 

validated by the expert radiologists through visual inspection. In first stage of the algorithm 
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probability and its histogram equalized images are obtained and used as input to the second 

stage. In the second stage of proposed algorithm we used four different codebook generation 

algorithms for clustering, therefore results of different images are shown accordingly.  

Figure 6 shows eight cluster images and Figure 7 shows its sequentially merged cluster 

images obtained from the probability image shown in Figure 5 (iii). Segmentation results are 

shown directly for all other images. Best results amongst original US image, probability 

image and histogram equalized probability images are shown by red boxes. Figure 8 shows 

the segmentation results of KMCG, KFCG and augmented KMCG / KFCG algorithms 

applied on images shown in Figure 5(i), (iii) and (v). Similarly Figure 10, Figure 12 and 

Figure 14 shows segmentation results of other three sets of images (original, probability and 

its histogram equalized probability image). All the results are displayed in pairs first image 

from the pair is segmentation result and other is result superimposed on original image. 
Analysis of the results and opinion of the expert radiologist is shown in Table 3.  

 

 
(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
(iv) 

 
(v) 

 
(vi) 

Figure 5.  (i) Original US image (Image 1) (iii) Probability image (v) Histogram 
equalized probability image, with their respective histogram in (ii), (iv) and (vi) 

 

 

 
1 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

 
7 

 
8 

Figure 6.  Eight cluster images obtained using KMCG codebook generation 
algorithm on probability image shown in Figure 4 (iii). 

 

 

 
1 

 
1+2 

 
1+2+3 

 
1+2+3+4 

 
1+2+…+5 

 
1+2+…+6 

 
1+2+…+7 

 
1+2+…+8 

Figure 7.  Cluster images obtained after sequential merging of clusters shown 
in Figure 5 
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(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
(iv) 

 
(v) 

 
(vi) 

 
a. Using KMCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for probability 

image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 
 

 
(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
(iv) 

 
(v) 

 
(vi) 

 
b. Using KFCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for probability 

image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 
 

 
(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
(iv) 

 
(v) 

 
(vi) 

 
c. Using augmented KMCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for 

probability image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 
 

 
(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
(iv) 

 
(v) 

 
(vi) 

 

d. Using augmented KFCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for 
probability image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 

Figure 8.  Segmentation results for the images shown in Figure 5 (i), (iii) and (v) 
 

From the above results it is observed that all the codebook generation algorithms produced 

false positive results on original US images. Therefore these results are rejected, but KFCG 

and augmented KMCG / KFCG algorithms gives acceptable results on probability images. 

According to the expert radiologists the result obtained by augmented KFCG on histogram 

equalized probability image is accurate as compared to all other acceptable results. Accurate 

result is shown by red color box.     

 

 
(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
(iv) 

 
(v) 

 
(vi) 

Figure 9.  (i) Original US image (Image 2) (iii) Probability image (v) Histogram 
equalized probability image, with their respective histogram in (ii), (iv) and (vi) 
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(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
(iv) 

 
(v) 

 
(vi) 

 
a. Using KMCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for probability 

image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 
 

 
(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
(iv) 

 
(v) 

 
(vi) 

 
b. Using KFCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for probability 

image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 

 
(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
(iv) 

 
(v) 

 
(vi) 

 
c. Using augmented KMCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for 

probability image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 
  

 
(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
(iv) 

 
(v) 

 
(vi) 

 
d. Using augmented KFCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for 

probability image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 

Figure 10.  Segmentation results for the images shown in Figure 9 (i), (iii) and 
(v) 

 

For Figure 10 observations are same as Figure 8 for the original US image, where all the 

algorithms produced wrong results which are rejected by the radiologists. Similarly 

augmented KFCG is not useful all other images including probability and its histogram 

equalized probability images. The accurate result is given by augmented KMCG on 

probability image shown by red box.  
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(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
(iv) 

 
(v) 

 
(vi) 

 

Figure 11.  (i) Original US image (Image 3) (iii) Probability image (v) Histogram 
equalized probability image, with their respective histogram in (ii), (iv) and (vi) 
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a. Using KMCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for probability 

image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 
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b. Using KFCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for probability 

image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 
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c. Using augmented KMCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for 

probability image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 
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d. Using augmented KFCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for 

probability image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 

Figure 12.  Segmentation results for the images shown in Figure 11 (i), (iii) and 
(v) 

 

According to the radiologist’s observations KFCG algorithm gives accurate result when it 

applied to the histogram equalized probability image and it is shown by red box. For other 
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algorithms like augmented KMCG / KFCG gives acceptable results for same type of images. 

The results obtained using original US images are rejected for all the algorithms, since they 

exhibits over segmentation.  
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Figure 13.  (i) Original US image (Image 4) (iii) Probability image (v) Histogram 
equalized probability image, with their respective histogram in (ii), (iv) and (vi) 
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a. Using KMCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for probability 

image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 
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b. Using KFCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for probability 

image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 
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c. Using augmented KMCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for 

probability image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 
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d. Using augmented KFCG algorithm: (i) and (ii) for original US image, (iii) and (iv) for 

probability image, (v) and (vi) Histogram equalized probability image 

Figure 14. Segmentation results for the images shown in Figure 13(i),(iii) 

and(v) 
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According to the expert radiologists results obtained by using augmented KMCG on 

histogram equalized image is observed to be a good result as compared to all other 

algorithms. Unlike the other images here results of augmented KMCG / KFCG on original 

images is accepted. Results where tumor region contains noise are rejected such as a (iii), a 

(v), b (iii) and d (iii).     

 

Table 3. Result comparison and  opinion of expert radiologists 

Real US  

Images Types of 

Input 

Images 

Tumor demarcation using codebook generation 

algorithms 

KMCG KFCG Augmented 

KMCG 

Augmented 

KFCG 

Image 1 

with 

Malignant 

tumor 

 

Original Rejected  Rejected  

 

Rejected  Rejected 

Probability Rejected Good Acceptable Acceptable 

Histogram 

equalized  

Rejected Rejected Rejected  Good  

Image 2 

with 

Benign 

Tumor 

Original Rejected Rejected Rejected Rejected 

Probability Acceptable Acceptable Good Rejected 

Histogram 

equalized  

Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Rejected 

Image 3 

with 

Malignant 

tumor 

Original Rejected  Rejected  Rejected Rejected 

Probability Rejected Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable 

Histogram 

equalized   

Rejected Good Good Rejected 

Image 4 

with 

Benign 

tumor 

Original Rejected  Rejected Acceptable Acceptable 

Probability Rejected Rejected Good Rejected 

Histogram 

equalized   

Rejected Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable 

 

9. Conclusion 

In this paper we have proposed the algorithm for tumor demarcation for US images, which 

is based on clustering and statistical properties (probability) of the image. In fact we are 

utilizing the fundamental concept of random distribution of the gray levels present in US 

images. To overcome this disadvantage (i.e. speckle, attenuation) of the US images, 

probability images are obtained, by considering the fact of too small values of the probability, 

histogram equalization is also done on probability images. In these images, we observed that 

the tumor region is more prominent than the background with clear boundary and can easily 

be traceable using our VQ based codebook generation algorithms as shown in Figure 4, 

Figure 8, Figure 10 and Figure 12. Time complexity analysis is done for all codebook 

generation algorithms used for clustering in terms of M (size of training set). As shown in 

Table 1 and Table 2, KFCG is the fastest amongst all and as the value of M increase the 

difference in the execution time is also increased between algorithms. In this paper, all the 

segmentation results are validated through visual inspection by the expert radiologists. To 

select the good result amongst all, first we considered the accuracy of the results if multiple 

results are acceptable as good results then we considered the time required by the algorithms. 
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Table 3 mentioned the good segmentation results by considering accuracy and the execution 

time. Clustering using these algorithms is also applied to original US images and results are 

compared with the probability images and its histogram equalized images. Since the original 

US images are highly attenuated and has significant amount of speckle, results produced by 

the codebook generation algorithms are not good and rejected except Image 4 using 

augmented KMCG / KFCG.                     
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